iKeys To Go Series of iPhone Apps

A Personal Shortcut Assistant in the Palm of Your Hand!
iKeys To Go is the name of Rev Up Transmedia's series of iPhone Apps where you can
search through hundreds of
shortcuts
and
definitions
for your favorite media apps –
iPhoto
,
Photoshop
and
Final Cut Pro 7
.
iKeys To Go
apps are a great way to
rev up your knowledge
on the go and acquire new
skills
that you can take into your next editing session. You can also keep
iKeys To Go
on hand beside your computer for a quick look-up reference tool as you work.

Shortcut of the Week!

3D Pan - Photoshop CS6

On a Mac: K On a PC: K - Pans the camera in the X or Y direction by dragging.

iKeys To Go: Premiere CS6
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Need to learn Premiere CS6
Like Final Cut Pro and Avid there are hundreds of keyboard shortcuts in Premiere CS6, and
now it may even be required of you to know not only Final Cut Pro, Avid but
Premiere
as well. Hard to keep it all straight in your head! Download this iPhone app and easily learn the
definition of every command key and keyboard shortcut.

Shortcuts are organized by topics groups and by menu. It's easy to search for a specific
command or shortcut and you can just simply tag a shortcut and add to your Favorites page.

Priced at $99 cents, this application is available now on the iTunes App Store.

Buy Now

iKeys To Go: Final Cut Pro 7
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Editing Just Got Easier
There are hundreds of keyboard shortcuts in Final Cut Pro 7, yet the average editor generally
uses only a handful. With this iApp, editors can experience more of Final Cut Pro's endless
possibilities and become faster by learning new shortcuts.

Shortcuts are organized by topic groups and by menu. It's easy to search for a keyboard
shortcut or a specific command by just entering the command name or topic. Select a command
to
view its
shortcut and definition
on the details page. Tag it as a Favorite and it appears on the
quick-access Favorites page
.
Priced at just $2.99, this application is available now on the iTunes App Store.
Buy Now

iKeys To Go: Photoshop CS6 - Just Updated!
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3 Important Things Not To Do When Learning Photoshop:

DON'T WASTE TIME searching for a keyboard shortcut in the app itself. Instead, just enter
the command in the iKeys To Go Command search field and find not only the shortcut but a
simple, clear and concise definition as well.
DON'T MISS OUT on the opportunity to learn new Photoshop commands when you're away
from your computer. Browsing through the iKeys To Go Photoshop Menus and Group Lists is
an excellent way to learn on the go.

DON'T FORGET WHAT YOU'VE LEARNED! The hallmark of a great learning tool is that it
reinforces what you've just learned. With iKeys To Go: Photoshop CS5.5, simply tag commands
as Favorites, then open the Favorites List.

This iApp gives you a complete list of Photoshop commands and a definition for each
command. It's a truly dynamic learning tool for all Photoshop users from beginners to
professionals. Available for both Mac and PC keyboard shortcuts.
Priced at just $1.99, this application is available now on the iTunes App Store.
Buy Now
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iKeys To Go: iPhoto

View and Edit Your Photos Faster and More Efficiently!
iPhoto is a popular Apple iLife application that provides an easy means to storing, viewing,
editing, sharing and managing your photographs. Many users hunt and peck their way through
the application. However, with over 300 commands, doesn't it make sense to become familiar
with the shortcuts?

Knowing as many commands as possible means you will accomplish more, work faster and
shorten your learning curve
. It
saves time
and
helps users
explore
new territory
to take advantage of iPhoto's many photo management features.

This new application is a powerful resource that can help both beginners and veterans of
iPhoto. Think of it as a
cheat sheet for iPhoto to
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easily find specific commands or to browse them in an alphabetical list. Lists are organized by
Menus or Groups and cover every command used in iPhoto.
Priced at just 99 cents, this application is available now on the iTunes App Store.
Buy Now
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